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Dear Customer,

This is the forth of a 
series of newsletters 
we plan to send to you 
with brief case 
histories, tips and 
news about CCI and 
our products.  I hope 
you will find these 
useful. 

In this issue we are 
discussing the 
improvements made to 
SuiteFactory over the 
last year, and how 
SuiteDocs and 
SuiteDNC can help 
you solve problem in 
your office or shop.

If you have any 
comments or 
suggestions please 
contact me.

Joe Lewis
sales@suitedocs.com

Happy New Year 
and best wishes on this holiday season!

Get the Latest Build of SuiteFactory V6.5 Now
CCI has been diligently working on Version 6.5 and has added many 
performance improvements as well as enhancements to SuiteDNC and 
SuiteDocs.  There are over 35 enhancements described in the release notes.  
Many deal with improving speed and reliability.  Others deal with security 
and ease of use.  Some examples:

 File Cabinet Security – Assign file cabinets to specific user groups
 Drag and drop DNC files into Resource Collections
 Drag and drop Controlled Documents into File Cabinets
 Enhance the Archive so that you can view a file before recovery
 Added Pick Lists to Search Criteria fields
 Added ability to copy and paste Search Criteria data as a set
 Added ability to launch SuiteFactory Runtime from a command line 

using our new Import Assistant.  
 Added ability for end user to localize SuiteProducts into their own 

language without having to come to CCI for changes.
 In addition to Chinese and Japanese we are working on a Spanish 

Language edition of SuiteProducts.

You can download the latest build of SuiteFactory V6.5 by going to
http://www.mes-cci.com/downloads.htm and clicking on “Download 
SuiteFactory V6.5 English.”

CAD/CAM Integration, Inc. signs agreement with the 
Chinese American Business Development Center (CABDC)
Following a successful installation of the Chinese and Japanese versions of 
SuiteFactory at the FerroTec China factory last year, CCI entered into 
agreement with CABDC to market SuiteProducts in “Greater China.”  

So, What’s your problem?
 How to securely store and rapidly retrieve of important 

documents and records
 How to control the use and fate of important documents and 

records
 How to meet FDA 21 CFR 11 or DoD 5015.2 or ISO 9000
 How to group related sets of documents and control their use
 Reduce paper use in the shop or office

The Answer is:



SuiteDocs™/SuitePacs™ Document and Records Management -
SuiteDocs provides electronic file cabinets for secure storage and rapid 
retrieval of any kind of computer generated or scanned in document.
Keeps history of each document from its creation to final disposition.  Tracks 
who created, accessed or changed any document, where it was done, what 
was done to it and when it was done.
Approval and Sign Off
Documents can be marked approved by those who have the right to do so.  
Sign-off can be by one person or by several people in a certain order if 
desired.  Final approval and Un-approval can be set up to occur at future 
dates and times.
Turn on Activity Logging
By enabling the activity logging function along with its built-in reporting 
feature, SuiteDocs becomes a full-fledged Records Management Application.  
For any document in the system you will now be able to trace its life history 
from conception to final disposition.
Document and record association:
Create packets of related documents.  A common use is in a factory where a 
packet contains all the documents required to perform an operation as part 
of the manufacturing process.  For example, to make an engine bracket a 
packet contains engineering documents describing the tooliing needed, setup 
instructions, the drawing of the part, the program to be sent to the CNC 
machine with instructions on how to cut the part and finally the quality 
assurance instructions.
A packet can also be used in the legal or medical professions to group 
together all the documents and records representing a legal or medical case.
In process industries, a packet can contain the recipe and supporting 
documents required to make the product.

Details of the above can be found at www.suitedocs.com which includes a 
link to our full web based SuiteFactory Manual which covers all aspects of 
setup and use.

More problems?
 How to get error free manufacturing data to and from 

computer controlled machinery
 How to ensure the proper data gets to the correct machine
 How to securely store and quickly retrieve data files for factory 

production
 ISO 9000 Compliance

The Answer is:

SuiteDNC™  Distributed Numerical Control and Secure File Storage 
System

Data communications:
Sends manufacturing data to and receives manufacturing data and status 
information from computer controlled machinery such as milling machines, 
lathes, punch presses, grinders, laser cutters, water jet cutters and Electro 
Discharge Machines.



Data storage:
Provides a database for storing and retrieving these data.  Provides security 
by helping ensure data is sent to the correct machines.
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